EarthCube Stakeholder Survey Introduction:
EarthCube is a bold, new NSF initiative to create an integrated data and knowledge management system
that extends across the geosciences. To do this, EarthCube is engaging geoscientists and experts in
cyberinfrastructure and computer science to create and implement this new vision. To help understand
the challenges of building and implementing EarthCube, NSF has funded a study of the communication,
coordination and alignment of those engaging in the EarthCube process. This survey is one of several
mechanisms we will use to understand and inform you and NSF of these challenges, perceptions, and
future needs of the EarthCube community.
The survey results will be posted on the EarthCube website.
Informed Consent:
Your participation in this survey is voluntary. All of your comments will be confidential and not identified
by name. You have the option of not answering any questions and you may stop at any time. Consistent
with the university requirements of informed consent for research involving people, we are informing
you that we believe this investigation places you at minimal discomfort or risk. It is estimated that it will
take approximately 15-20 minutes to complete the survey.
There is a two-step process to ensure confidentiality. First, please indicate below your name, your e-mail
address, and your consent to participate. Your name and e-mail address will be stored separately from
your responses to the rest of the survey (to preserve confidentiality). Second, you will be automatically
connected to the survey, which has a separate database associated with it.
Consistent with NSF requirements, the data set will be made publically available in the future. When that
happens, we will remove information that could reveal individual identities from the data set before
making it publically available.
The principal investigator, Dr. Joel Cutcher-Gershenfeld, can answer any questions or concerns you might
have about the investigation. He can be reached at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (School
of Labor and Employment Relations, 504 East Armory Avenue, Phone: 217-333-1454 or e-mail:
joelcg@illinois.edu). If you have additional questions, comments, concerns about your rights as a
participant in this research, or if you should wish to voice a complaint about the survey you can contact
the Institutional Review Board (IRB), 528 E. Green St. Suite 203, Champaign, IL 61820 (Phone: 217-3332670) or via email at irb@illinois.edu.
1. Name
2. Email Address

*This question is required

3. I have read this statement and I agree to participate in this research
*This question is required
 Yes
 No

EarthCube Stakeholder Survey
Demographic Information
For each page of the survey, please use only the provided buttons for advancing the survey. Do not use the
browser's navigational buttons unless you wish to exit the survey. Any technical problems can be directed to
haberman@illinois.edu.
1) Primary Disciplinary Domain:
 Geoscience
 Cyberinfrastructure/Computer Science
 Both
 Other
Please enter primary disciplinary domain if not listed above:
2) If you marked Geoscience or Cyberinfrastrucure/Computer Science or Both above, how would you
describe your specific area of expertise?
3) Including graduate study, years of experience within your professional disciplinary affiliation (see
question 1 above):
 Under 5 years
 5-10 years
 11-20 years
 Over 20 years
4) Please list all countries in which you have lived for a year or longer: __________________
5) Institution national affiliation:
 US
 Non-US
If non-US, please specify:
6) Institutional affiliation (please indicate your primary affiliation):
 Education – University or 4-Year College
 Education – Community College
 Education – K-12
 Government – Federal Agency
 Government – State or Local Agency
 Industry – Small company (less than 50 employees)
 Industry – Medium company (50-500 employees)
 Industry – Large company (over 500 employees)
 Other – National Laboratory or Federally Funded Research & Development Center (FFRDC)
 Other – Supercomputing Facility
 Other – Not-for-profit/Non-Governmental Organization (NGO)
 Other – Professional Society or Scientific Community Governance Organization
 Other – Citizen Scientist
 Other
If other, please specify:
7) Please indicate your gender:
 Male
 Female

8) How familiar are you with EarthCube?
 This is the first I have heard of EarthCube.
 I am aware of EarthCube but I have no direct experience.
 I have visited EarthCube's web site but I am not currently participating.
 I have participated in EarthCube discussions, but I am not part of any EarthCube communities.
 I am actively involved with one or more EarthCube communities.
 I am assuming leadership roles within one or more EarthCube communities.
Your Views on the Access and Utilization of Data, Models and/or Software – Current State
For all questions in this survey, please respond with your own personal views, which may or may not be those
of your associated institution or organization. This first set of questions focuses on your views of the
CURRENT STATE for data, models, and/or software in six broad domains in the Geosciences.
Please indicate your views on the IMPORTANCE you currently place on an issue using the "unimportant" to
"very important" scale, or on the current EASE of use and access using the scale "very difficult" to "very easy."
Note that the scales alternate. Also, each scale has is designed to allow you to make fine-grained distinctions.
DN/A = Don't know or Not Applicable, or You don't want to answer
9) How IMPORTANT is it for you to find, access, and/or use atmospheric/space weather data, models,
and/or software (e.g. visualization tools, middleware, etc.)?
Not                  Very
DN/A
Important
Midpoint
Important
10) How EASY is it for you to find, access, and/or use atmospheric/space weather data, models, and/or
software (e.g. visualization tools, middleware, etc.) to meet your needs?
Very                  Very
DN/A
Difficult
Midpoint
Easy
11) How IMPORTANT is it for you to find, access, and/or use climate data, models, and/or software (e.g.
visualization tools, middleware, etc.)?
Not                  Very
DN/A
Important
Midpoint
Important
12) How EASY is it for you to find, access, and/or use climate data, models, and/or software (e.g.
visualization tools, middleware, etc.) to meet your needs?
Very                  Very
DN/A
Difficult
Midpoint
Easy
13) How IMPORTANT is it for you to find, access, and/or use oceanographic data, models, and/or software
(e.g. visualization tools, middleware, etc.)?
Not                  Very
DN/A
Important
Midpoint
Important
14) How EASY is it for you to find, access, and/or use oceanographic data, models, and/or software (e.g.
visualization tools, middleware, etc.) to meet your needs?
Very                  Very
DN/A
Difficult
Midpoint
Easy

15) How IMPORTANT is it for you to find, access, and/or use geophysical data, models, and/or software (e.g.
visualization tools, middleware, etc.)?
Not                  Very
DN/A
Important
Midpoint
Important
16) How EASY is it for you to find, access, and/or use geophysical data, models, and/or software (e.g.
visualization tools, middleware, etc.) to meet your needs?
Very                  Very
DN/A
Difficult
Midpoint
Easy
17) How IMPORTANT is it for you to find, access, and/or use geologic data, models, and/or software (e.g.
visualization tools, middleware, etc.)?
Not                  Very
DN/A
Important
Midpoint
Important
18) How EASY is it for you to find, access, and/or use geologic data, models, and/or software (e.g.
visualization tools, middleware, etc.) to meet your needs?
Very                  Very
DN/A
Difficult
Midpoint
Easy
19) How IMPORTANT is it for you to find, access, and/or use critical zone (from Earth's surface down to
bedrock) data, models, and/or software (e.g. visualization tools, middleware, etc.)?
Not                  Very
DN/A
Important
Midpoint
Important
20) How EASY is it for you to find, access, and/or use critical zone (from Earth's surface down to bedrock)
data, models, and/or software (e.g. visualization tools, middleware, etc.) to meet your needs?
Very                  Very
DN/A
Difficult
Midpoint
Easy
21) How IMPORTANT is it for you to find, access, and/or use hydrologic data, models, and/or software (e.g.
visualization tools, middleware, etc.)?
Not                  Very
DN/A
Important
Midpoint
Important
22) How EASY is it for you to find, access, and/or use hydrologic data, models, and/or software (e.g.
visualization tools, middleware, etc.) to meet your needs?
Very                  Very
DN/A
Difficult
Midpoint
Easy
Your Views on the Access and Utilization of Data, Observations, Visualizations and Models –
Current State (cont.)
These additional questions focus on your view of the CURRENT STATE integration of data, observations,
visualization tools, and/or models.
Please indicate your views on the IMPORTANCE you currently place on an issue using the "unimportant" to
"very important" scale, or on the current EASE of use and access using the scale "very difficult" to "very easy."
Note that the scales alternate and open-ended questions follow.
DN/A = Don't know or Not Applicable, or You don't want to answer.

23) How IMPORTANT is it for you to find, access, and/or integrate multiple datasets, models, and/or
software (e.g. visualization tools, middleware, etc.) in your field or discipline?
Not                  Very
DN/A
Important
Midpoint
Important
24) How EASY is it for you to find, access, and/or integrate multiple datasets, models, and/or software (e.g.
visualization tools, middleware, etc.) in your field or discipline?
Very                  Very
DN/A
Difficult
Midpoint
Easy
25) How IMPORTANT is it for you to find, access, and/or integrate multiple datasets, models, and/or
software (e.g. visualization tools, middleware, etc.) that span different fields or disciplines ?
Not                  Very
DN/A
Important
Midpoint
Important
26) How EASY is it for you to find, access, and/or integrate multiple datasets, models, and/or software (e.g.
visualization tools, middleware, etc.) that span different fields or disciplines?
Very                  Very
DN/A
Difficult
Midpoint
Easy
27) Please use the scale ranging from "Inadequate" to "Adequate" to assess the present suite of publicly
accessible datasets, models, and/or software (e.g. visualization tools, middleware, etc.) – to what degree
is it adequate for your research and education needs?
Inadequate                  Adequate
Midpoint
DN/A
28) Where and how do you make your data publicly available?
29) Are you using data from more than one discipline in your research? If so, which ones?
30) Are you accessing or utilizing data other than your own and, if so, from where are you getting i
Your views on issues around the access and use of geoscience data:
31) There are presently substantial unresolved issues around the access and use of geoscience data housed
in federal government repositories.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
32) There are presently substantial unresolved issues around the access and use of geoscience data held by
investigators funded by NSF and other federal agencies.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
33) There are presently substantial unresolved issues around the attribution/authorship of data in the use of
data housed or retrieved by data aggregating systems like EarthCube.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree

34) There is currently a high degree of cooperation and sharing of data, models, and simulations among
geoscientists.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
35) There is currently a high degree of cooperation and sharing of software, middleware and hardware
among those developing and supporting cyberinfrastructure for the geosciences.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
36) There is currently sufficient communication and collaboration between geoscientists and those who
develop cyberinfrastructure tools and approaches to advance the geosciences.
Strongly                  Strongly skip
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
37) There is currently sufficient geoscience end-user knowledge and training so they can effectively use the
present suite of cyberinfrastructure tools and train their students/colleagues in its use.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
38) To what degree is success in your field primarily a product of individual effort or a product of
collective effort?
Individual                  Collective DN/A
Your experience with scholarly publications and projects:
39) During the past five years, approximately how many total articles or other publications have you
authored or co-authored?
0
 1-3
 4-6
 7-10  10-20
 more than 20
40) During the past five years, approximately how many of these articles or other publications have you
co-authored with scholars from other fields or disciplines? __
0
 1-3
 4-6
 7-10  10-20
 more than 20
If so, what fields and disciplines? (please specify) _______________________
41) At present, approximately how many total distinct, funded projects are you working on?
0
 1-3
 4-6
 7-10  10-20
 more than 20
42) At present, approximately how many of these distinct, funded projects are you working on that
involve scholars from multiple fields or disciplines?
0
 1-3
 4-6
 7-10
 10-20  more than 20
If so, what fields and disciplines? (please specify) _______________________
43) During the past five years, approximately how many data sets, tools, models or software have you
made publically available to other scholars?
0
 1-3
 4-6
 7-10  10-20
 more than 20
44) Overall, I believe that sharing data, tools, models, and software that I generated will advance my
career in the next 3-5 years?
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree

45) I trust that the data, tools, models, and software shared by other colleagues will be welldocumented and reliable.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
46) When you need to access or interpret unfamiliar scientific data, models, or tools, what do you
typically do? (select all the apply):
 Contact the author/publisher of the data, model, or tool directly
 Find the author/publisher of the data, model, or tool and read her/his other papers
 Search online for previous applications of these or similar data, models, or tools
 Post questions on a respective forum or mailing list
 Consult with colleagues who are familiar with the data, models, or tools
 I never use data, models, or tools that I did not create or that I don't completely understand in the
first place
47) My employer/organization will value and reward efforts I make in bridging across fields and
disciplines.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
48) Efforts that I make to bridge across fields and disciplines will most likely be recognized and highly
valued by colleagues in my field/discipline.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
49) In the balance between cooperation and competition, how would you characterize the culture of
your field or discipline?
Highly                  Highly DN/A
Competitive
Midpoint
Cooperative
Your View of the Scope of the EarthCube Mission and Potential Impact
The following questions concern the EarthCube mission to develop and support an integrated
cyberinfrastructure connecting data, observations, visualization tools, and models across the geosciences.
For some of the following questions, there are scales with alternative choices at each end so that you can
indicate your preferred balance between the items. For other questions just indicate the degree to which you
“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” with these statements
Remember that EarthCube is a new NSF initiative to create an integrated data and knowledge management
system that extends across the geosciences.
50) Please use the following scale to indicate how the EarthCube initiative should balance its focus on the
development of tools and approaches in support of research, on one hand, and education, on the other. You
may see both as important, but select the point on the continuum that you believe represents the most
appropriate balance.
Education                  Research DN/A
Midpoint

Your View on the Access and Utilization of Data, Observations, Visualizations and Models – Desired
State
Please indicate the degree to which you "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree" with these statements. All of
these questions refer to what you anticipate will be established by EarthCube, NSF's new initiative to create
an integrated data and knowledge management system for the Geosciences.
51) In 5-7 years, I anticipate that EarthCube will result in substantially expanded research opportunities for
me and others whose work is similar to mine.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
52) In 5-7 years, I anticipate that EarthCube will result in substantially expanded educational tools for me
and others whose work is similar to mine.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
53) In 5-7 years, I anticipate that EarthCube will result in substantially expanded capabilities to integrate
multiple sources of data, models, and software (e.g. visualization tools, middleware, etc.).
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
Your View on Increasing Uniformity and Interoperability through the EarthCube Initiative
Please indicate the degree to which you “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” with these statements.
54) The EarthCube initiative should specify guidelines so there is more interoperability and uniformity in
discovering, accessing, sharing, and disseminating geoscience data.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
55) Where such standards exist, EarthCube should use formal, internationally approved, geosciencewide data access/sharing standards and protocols (e.g. ISO, OGC).
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
56) Where there are not formal, international standards, please indicate your priority between, on the one
hand, EarthCube encouraging development or extension of formal, internationally approved, geosciencewide data access/sharing standards and protocols versus EarthCube have its own systems of
standards and protocols.
International                  EarthCube’s DN/A
Standards
Midpoint
Own Standards
57) How should EarthCube balance between, on the one hand, strong protection against malicious attacks
(but that may make your ability to access systems/data/tools/models for your work more cumbersome)
versus, on the other hand, ease of access with minimal safeguards providing some protection (but that
involve few constraints on your present ability to access systems/data/tools/models)? You may see both as
important, but select the point on the continuum that you believe represents the most appropriate balance.
Strong                  Ease of
DN/A
Protection
Midpoint
Access

58) The EarthCube incorporate commercial products or applications to reduce cost or speed development.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
59) The EarthCube process should generate tools and approaches that benefit commercial products or
applications.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
60) As an integrated data and knowledge management system for the geosciences, EarthCube will transform
geoscience research.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
61) As an integrated data and knowledge management system for the geosciences, EarthCube will transform
geoscience education.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
Your View of Current EarthCube Stakeholders and Desired Stakeholder Relations and Governance
Structures
Please indicate the degree to which you "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree" with these statements.
62) The EarthCube initiative is inclusive in the way it operates.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
63) EarthCube should be primarily a grassroots, community-driven activity and the NSF should let it
develop organically.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
64) The NSF should play a major, active role in determining what EarthCube should be and how it should
be run.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
65) EarthCube should play an active role in enabling collaboration and coordination of geoscience
cyberinfrastructure activities among US government organizations (NSF, NOAA, NASA, Army Corp, and
others).
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
66) EarthCube should play an active role in enabling collaboration and coordination between US and
international geoscience cyberinfrastructure initiatives and organizations.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree

67) My employer/organization will most likely value and reward any efforts I make in the shaping and
development of EarthCube.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
68) Any contributions I might make to the shaping and development of EarthCube will likely be recognized
and valued by colleagues in my field/discipline.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
69) If you are involved in EarthCube or intend to become involved, please indicate how low or high your
motivation is along each dimension (1 is low and 5 is high motivation):
I am motivated to be involved with EarthCube for. . .
Advancing my research.
Advancing my teaching.
Networking opportunities.
Developing successful grant proposals.
Leading to new scientific advances
Making geoscience data/findings more accessible to
the general public.
Helping to inform resource managers and policy
makers.
Serving my field/profession.
Other (please specify)

Low
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

Middle
High
3
4
5
3
4
5
3
4
5
3
4
5
3
4
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Note, if you are not involved in EarthCube, please indicate which of these is applicable:
( ) I am not involved in EarthCube but am open to becoming involved in the future.
( ) I am not interested in EarthCube and have no intention of getting involved.
If not, why?
70) Assisting in the development and operation of EarthCube will be one of my top three professional
commitments in the next 3-5 years.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
71) I plan to devote time to help EarthCube development and operations, irrespective of whether or not I
receive NSF funding or not.
Strongly                  Strongly DN/A
Disagree
Midpoint
Agree
72) If you have additional comments on the impacts/incentives that might drive/enable your potential
engagement in EarthCube, please indicate that below.

Frequency of Interactions Across EarthCube Stakeholders
Note that the following questions involve general classifications of professional roles in fields and disciplines
that can be organized in multiple ways and that are evolving. We apologize in advance if the categories don’t
map exactly onto the work you do – please use the closest, most appropriate category or, there is not a good
fit, please specify “other.”
73) Which is your primary role/type of expertise?*
( ) Atmospheric or Space Weather scientist
( ) Oceanographer
( ) Geologist
( ) Geophysicist
( ) Hydrologist
( ) Critical zone scientist
( ) Climate scientist
( ) Biologist or Ecosystems scientist
( ) Physical Geographer
( ) Computer or Cyberinfrastructure scientist
( ) Social scientist (Human Geographer, Anthropologist, Economist, Psychologist, Sociologist, etc.)
( ) Other scientist
( ) Data manager
( ) High performance computing expert
( ) Software engineer
( ) IT user support personnel
( ) K-12 educator
( ) Designer/developer of geoscience instrumentation
( ) Environmental resource manager (eg. local, state, or federal)
( ) Other experts
If you selected other, please specify your role
74) If appropriate, what is your secondary role/type of expertise?
( ) Atmospheric or Space Weather scientist
( ) Oceanographer
( ) Geologist
( ) Geophysicist
( ) Hydrologist
( ) Critical zone scientist
( ) Climate scientist
( ) Biologist or Ecosystems scientist
( ) Physical Geographer
( ) Computer or Cyberinfrastructure scientist
( ) Social scientist (Human Geographer, Anthropologist, Economist, Psychologist, Sociologist, etc.)
( ) Other scientist
( ) Data manager
( ) High performance computing expert
( ) Software engineer
( ) IT user support personnel
( ) K-12 educator
( ) Designer/developer of geoscience instrumentation
( ) Environmental resource manager (eg. local, state, or federal)
( ) Other experts

If you selected other, please specify your role
75) Please indicate your work-related interactions with Scientists/Educators in the following fields
over the past 2-3 years:
Approximate frequency of your work-related interactions (in person, by video, by phone, text, tweet, email, etc.) with people in each of the following disciplines.

Atmospheric and Space
Weather scientists
Oceanographers
Geologists
Geophysicists
Hydrologists
Critical zone scientists
Climate scientists
Biologists and Ecosystems
scientists
Physical Geographers
Computer and
Cyberinfrastructure scientists
Social scientists (Human
Geographers, Anthropologists,
Economists, Psychologists,
Sociologists)
Other scientists

Daily
()

Weekly
()

Monthly
()

Quarterly
()

Annual
()

Never
()

()
()
()
()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()
()
()
()

()
()

()
()

()
()

()
()

()
()

()
()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

76) Please indicate your work-related interactions with the following types of experts over the past
2-3 years:
Approximate frequency of your work-related interactions (in person, by video, by phone, text, tweet, email, etc.) with people in each of the following disciplines.

Data managers
High performance computing
experts
Software engineers
User support personnel
K-12 educator
Designer/developer of
geoscience instrumentation
Environmental resource
managers (eg. national, state
or federal)
Other experts

Daily
()
()

Weekly
()
()

Monthly
()
()

Quarterly
()
()

Annual
()
()

Never
()
()

()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

Concluding questions:
77) It is difficult to share my data because:
78) It is difficult to access the data I need because:
79) The one thing that would make the biggest difference in my ability to do the data-enabled
science and education I want to do:
80) What is your vision of success for EarthCube?
Note: We know from research that personal factors impact scholarly work. As a result, we have some
additional demographic questions so that we can better understand these matters. As is the case with the
entire survey, only aggregate results will be reported, not individual demographic information. Also,
answering all question is voluntary.
This is the last page of the survey.
81) Your year of birth: _________________________
82) Your marital status
 Spouse or living with partner
 Single
 Separated/divorced/widowed
83) To what degree do parenting or elder-care responsibilities impact the time you have available for
your work:
Not at                  To a great DN/A
All
Midpoint
Degree
84) After the data have been collected and reviewed, questions often arise about unexpected results. If
this occurs, we would like permission to contact you for a better interpretation. This is completely
optional.
 Yes
 No
85) If you have any other comments, please use the space below:
Thank You!
Thank you. Your responses will be helpful for both the workshop and future initiatives.
For more information on EarthCube please see http://earthcube.ning.com

